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Dear Reader
T
he map of road less areas in the
center of this month's paper
pulls together data from myriad
sources onto our pages. As far as we
know, no one has mapped the roadless
areas in the entire Cascadia bioregion
The value of this map is that it gives
you the Big Picture - so take a step back
and see for yourself really how few of our
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ne final tho- ught about this issue.
It is 24 pages, our largest ever. We
simply could not fit all we wanted
to show within our normal 20-page format. This is also our 30th issue, printed
on the 3rd anniversary of our inaugural
edition.
If we could ask for an anniversary
present, everyone would renew their subscription and tell lots of other people
about Cascadia Times! We'd like to thank
Lighthawk, Trygve Steen and the
Western Canada Wilderness Committee
for generously providing photographs for _
this issue. We also thank our 2200 subscribers and numerous donors, including
the Bullitt Foundation, Ken Margolis,
Howard Shapiro, Marshall Goldberg and
Clyde Doctor for their support.
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lands remain in pristine, unroaded condition.
A couple of things jump out at you.
Notice how the roadless areas form a ring
- from Yellowstone to Yukon to Eureka.
Leading conservationists are proposing to
protect the Yellowstone to Yukon link,
but why not complete the circle? And,
Yellowstone-Yukon-Eureka sounds kinda
catchy, don't you think?
The second thing is that most of the
remaining pristine land is in British
Columbia. If current trends continue,
however, British Columbia someday will
resemble the rest of the region: cut over,
dominated by logging roads and at risk of
losing its rich biological diversity.
Moreover, consider this sobering
assertion frequently made by conservation biologists: Preserving all the remaining roadless areas is not enough to sustain
all of our rare and endangered species.
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Oregon DEQ Conceals Chevron's.Emissions
Agency Cancels Hearing After Reporter Asks for Records
By Paul Koberstein

T

he Oregon Department of
Environmental
Quality
has
allowed Chevron Corp. to dramatically increase toxic air emissions at
a Portland storage and transfer facility
for more than a decade without new
permits or public notice, according to
DEQ records obtained by a Seattlebased labor group, Rebound.
The agency turned down this
newspaper's request to view additional
records that would have verified
whether Chevron's emissions complied
with the Clean Air Act. The emissions
are gasoline vapors that escape to the
air when fuel is loaded onto barges
bound for Eastern Washington.
Rebound investigator John Paul
Williams, who discovered the discrepancies, says the emissions may have
broken the law. But the DEQ also
denied Rebound's request for more
records, including key documents that
are 20 years old.
"There is an Oregon rule that
deals with trade secrets," said DEQ
spokesman Jim Gladsen. "The records
were stamped confidential because
they are trade secrets."
"It's reprehensible,"
Willaims
retorts. "People who live near the facility in north and northwest Portland
can't find out how much poison is

being put into their air. Emission data
is not supposed to be withheld."
The pollution occurs at Chevron's
Willbridge storage and barge loading
facility in Northwest Portland.
Cascadia Times was able to obtain
some Chevron air emission data that
apparently was inadvertently
not
stamped confidential. This data shows
that Chevron has increased its emissions at its Portland barge-loading facility from about 17 tons in 1988 to about
307 tons in 1996. A proposed new permit would allow Chevron to push its
emissions above 500 tons annually.
That data would seem to indicate
the DEQ should have conducted a
process known in Clean Air Act parlance as a "new source review." Any
annual increase of more than 40 tons
triggers such a review, which could
have led the DEQ to require Chevron
to offset its increased emissions. The
DEQ, which enforces the Clean Air
Act in Oregon, has never conducted
such a review for Chevron, and has
never required any offsets.
Williams said a sharp rise in emissions might also have forced the DEQ
to require Chevron to install vapor
recovery equipment at the facility.
However, a DEQ official said no pollution control equipment is even contemplated at this time. Environmental
agencies in Washington and California

.Should Chevron's air emissions be a
matter of public record?

routinely require petroleum companies
to install vapor recovery equipment at
storage and transfer facilities. ·
The DEQ says a new source
review was not required in Chevron'scase because emissions during a baseline year, 1978, must be taken into '
account. Greg Grunow, a DEQ air quality specialist, says Chevron's air emissions in 1978 were about 190 tons.
Incremental increases above that figure, he says, never exceeded the 40 ton
mark. But he and other DEQ officials
CONTINUED
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What Roadless Areas? TRUTH ING
Deconstructing Ecosystem Management
By

ince the April 1993 Northwest Forest Conference the
Clinton administration, by embracing vaguely defined
concepts of "ecosystem management," has ducked the
politically tough issue of whether to fully protect the intact
landscapes we have left. Its new road construction moratorium
won't likely change that.
Road less areas are the unfinished business of the national
forest system. With virtual unanimity, scientists say it's time to
stop nibbling away at these unprotected but still undisturbed
lands that anchor biodiversity across the Northwest and across
the nation. For a brief moment last year it seemed that
Clinton, perhaps urged on by Al Gore, was ready to roll up his
sleeves and get the job done. But no.
The administration's voluminous ecosystem planning
documents - the Northwest Forest Plan, which covers 24 million acres of federal land in the westside owl region, and the
draft EIS for the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem
Management Project, which covers 45 million acres of Forest
Service and BLM land in the Interior Northwest- don't even
list inventoried national forest roadless areas, as individual forest plans are required to do. In fact, the complex management
categories these plans have invented - key watersheds, latesuccessional and riparian reserves - disguise the fact that
roadless areas do in fact still exist, and remain the healthiest
and most ecologically productive lands in the public domain ..
That's not an inadvertent omission. It was done on pm-
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pose. Roadless areas are political. Each and every one was
fought over during the wilderness wars of the 1970s and 1980s.
Conservationists are still fighting to protect them. The timber
industry and its friends in Congress, often aided and abetted
by the Forest Service, are still fighting to log them.
The recently completed Tongass Land Management Plan
also sidesteps the roadless area issue, though it does list them
- all 110 of them, totaling9.4 million acres. Under full implementation, TLMP would sanction the loss of 400,000 roadless
acres every decade. Yet with both Southeast Alaska pulp mills
now closed, it's possible the Tongass could meet the reduced
demand for timber without entry into any more large intact
roadless areas.
Every national forest plan in the country includes an
Appendix C, which lists all of its inventoried roadless areas,
complete with descriptions
their history, location, biological
features, wilderness potential, and natural resources. These
descriptions read like prescriptions for biological diversity and
ecosystem health. Scientists know this. That's why, for example, the scientific assessment accompanying the Interior
Columbia Basin notes a direct relationship between intact
roadless areas and salmon strongholds.
The scientists who wrote the strategy that became the
Northwest Forest Plan back in 1993 knew it too, but they were
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refused to release records verifying the
accuracy of that
claim.
If true,
Chevron's petroleum
shipping business in Portland would have declined
sharply after 1978, only to increase
sharply again in the early 1990s.
But Williams says data
from
Chevron's 1983 permit raises questions about the accuracy of the DE Q's
claims about 1978 emissions.
Chevron's increased emissions are
indeed significant. They occurred during a time when Portland failed to
comply with Clean Air Act standards
for smog. To a degree, the emissions
have undercut Portland's
efforts to
reduce smog on hot, summer days. For
example, in 1994 Portland expanded
its automobile inspection program to
reduce gasoline
vapors from cars.
Williams
says Chevron's
emission
increases since 1988 "have wiped om
all of those gains."
The DEQ scheduled
a public
hearing on the Chevron air permit for
March 30. After Cascadia Times formally requested permission to review the
emission data, the DEQ cancelled the
hearing.
Grunow said the DEQ's
lawyers needed time to study it. He
also said Chevron had been asked to
resubmit historical data, which had to
be retrieved from California.

Ground Truthing

or "probable"

7 human carcinogenst-and 70 percent use one or
more of l O 'tpossible''
- h.uman+caKdnogens.
Scientists say growing children
are uniquely susceptible'to these
noxious chemicals.They also face
greater exposure than teachers
because they tend to put their
hands in their mouths, roll around
on carpets and grass, and inhale
spraying residue.

CONTINUED

Air is not the only resource at risk.
Since 1986, Chevron has used the
Portland transfer facility as a base for
expanding a gasoline distribution business that serves Eastern Washington,
Oregon and Idaho. During that time,
Columbia River petroleum
product
shipments
on the Columbia have
tripled.
In October 1997, the U.S. Coast
Guard assessed the risks of shipping
hazardous cargoes like petroleum
on
the Columbia. The Coast Guard recommended
major safety
improvements, making note of the fact that the
"entire waterway must be considered
sensitive and is an important salmon
spawning ground."
The report said the operation of
big vessels "within the confines of the
Columbia River creates a relatively
high probability of collision or grounding which may involve petroleum or
other hazardous material cargoes."
In 1995 and 1996, there were 12
groundings of deep-draft vessels, 11 of
which suffered no minor damage. But
in other years, as Cascadia
Times
reported last fall ("Tug of War," CT,
October 1997), petroleum barges operated by Tidewater
Barge Co. have
smacked bridges, dams, locks and other ships in the Columbia. The Coast
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Guard has also reported possible drug
and alcohol use among crew.
Tidewater and Chevron are active
in a political tug of war over oil shipments in the Northwest.
Tidewater
initially funded and is still a member
of an environmental
group,
the
Cascades Columbia Alliance,
that is
leading the charge against a proposed
new fuel pipeline
from Seattle to
Pasco. That pipeline
could displace
most fuel shipments on the Columbia.
Chevron, which opposes the pipeline,
has been denied permission to intervene against it before a state of
Washington agency.
The DEQ's Grirnow says the
Seattle-Pasco pipeline would significantly
decrease
air emissions
in
Portland of the type that Chevron is
now emitting. "It would definitely be
a boon to the airshed,"
he said.
The Cascades Columbia Alliance
claims the Seattle-Pasco
route would
put aquatic ecosystems at risk from a
spill. Instead, the group is backing a
proposal to upgrade an old pipeline
running from Salt Lake City to Pasco,
Susan Harper, the group's executive
director, told a Washington legislative
hearing last month.
·
That pipeline
happens
to be
owned, interestingly, by Chevron.

3

not given a black check. ff they had been told to develop a plan
to provide maximum protection for fish and wildlife, they might
well have recommended placing all roadless areas off- limits to
logging and road-building as a start. But their marching orders
from President Clinton required a plan that would produce the
maximum timber volume possible while still passing scientific
muster and holding up in court. The unwritten understanding
was that the timber program must not slip below 1 billion board
feet annually. Without the high-volume old growth in roadless
areas, that wouldn't have been possible.
·
True, the plan locks in a federal timber sale program that's
roughly a quarter the size of the unsustainable program during
the chainsaw massacre of the 1980s. But it does not lock up a single roadless acre. Instead, it creates a bewildering array of new
categories of forest land: "matrix," "adaptive management area,"
"late-successional reserve." Finding one's way through this forest of technical terms and acronyms is a daunting task. Ken Rait,
conservation director for the Oregon Natural Resources Council,
contends it has distanced forest activists from the places they
have long fought for, that it "drives a wedge between people and
place."
The fact is that the forest plan leaves 685,000 acres of inventoried roadless land in the "matrix," the area open to commercial
logging. It prohibits construction of new roads in roadless portions of "key watersheds," but does allows logging that doesn't
require new roads. Even within "riparian reserves" and "latesuccessional reserves" it allows thinning and salvage logging.
It also allows logging of old growth. Over the first decade,
nearly 50 percent of the timber sold under the lorthwest Forest
Plan will come from stands more than 200 years old.
In the national forests that are supposed to .provide most of
the timber under the forest plan, the Gifford Pinchot in
Washington and the Mount Hood, Willamette and Urnpqua in
Oregon, "little other approach is possible given the age class distribution of the inventory," Oregon State University forestry professor K. Norman Johnson predicted in a 1993 report. Though
the plan does protect large tracts of older forest, he said, "it does
not escape the historic dependence on late-successional
forest
and old growth as the source of harvest volume. How publicly
acceptable this policy will be remains to be seen."
The first sales auctioned in roadless areas and old-growth
stands under the forest plan drew indignant protests from environmental activists. But because they fell under the 1995 timber
salvage rider, these sales could not be appealed. Over the past

two years, as the Forest Service and BLM have geared up to
implement the plan, the tradeoffs the plan requires have become
more apparent.
In January the ForestWater All-iance, a coalition of2l groups
working for forest protection in the spotted owl region, released
a report analyzing 1997 timber sales sold under the plan. Their
report points out that the plan fails to provide blanket protection
for drinking water sources (though many municipal watersheds
have at least partial protection as "tier 2 watersheds").
The alliance found that the 1997 sale program will result in
the loss of 7,032 acres of "ancient forest" over 150 years of age;
5,523 acres of trees within streamside reserves; and 7,872 acres of
trees within designated
"late successional reserves." And it
found the 29 timber sales auctioned last year that included units
in inventoried roadless areas will result in the loss of 5,690 acres
of unprotected wilderness. Nibbling away.
On the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest, in southwest
Washington,
even Forest Supervisor Ted Stubblefield is resisting these tradeoffs. Last year the Forest Service's Portland
regional office asked all forest supervisors in the owl region for a
reality check on whether the timber sale goals assigned to their
forests were doable. Stubblefield responded by asking for a 30
percent reduction in his forest's timber target, from 73 million
board feet to 52 million board feet.
In a detailed memo, Stubblefield cited a number of reasons
for the request:
The plan, based on outdated information, overstated by half
the volume of timber each acre of mature forest would produce:
Meeting wildlife habitat protection standards required timber
sale planners to leave more trees in logged units. Minimizing
cumulative effects of logging in watersheds and protecting small
streams and wetlands required deferring more acres from logging. In addition, Stubblefield's own decision to follow a citizen
recommendation
placing a SO-year moratorium on harvesting of
stands 170 years or older within the Cispus
Adaptive
Management
Area, a large section of the forest set aside for
experimental forest strategies, will substantially reduce the forest's timber yield.
The regional office has not yet acted on Stubblefield's
request, but it's likely he's not the only supervisor having trouble meeting both his timber target and the "ecosystem management" goals set forth in the Northwest Forest Plan. Only the
most honest.
•
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River, fecal coliform levels have doubled since 1988, according to unpublished data from the Washington
Department of Ecology, Levels are
now five times above the mark that the
U.S. EPA says is safe for intermittent
human contact.
Though fecal coliform is abundant,
Cascadia Times could find no evidence
that E. coli 0157:H7 exists in Yakima
River waters. Nor could the newspaper
By Paul Koberstein
could find any evidence that academic
or government studies have been conew research shows dairy cows ducted, or are under way.
may play a significant role in
The Columbia Basin Institute, a
the spread of deadly E. coli Portland-based policy group, did locate
0157:H7 disease among humans. By a young girl who twice has been a vicusing increasingly sophisticated tech- tim of E. coli O 157:H7, as confirmed by
niques for sampling the back end of her doctor, Seattle physician Philip
cows, researchers have found that more Tarr. In both instances, the girl fell ill
herds are infected with E. coli 0157:H7 within days of raft trips on the Yakima
than previously thought.
River, the girl's mother said. Five years
E. coli 0157:H7 is a rare and often ago the girl, now age 7, contracted a
deadly strain of the common fecal col- severe kidney ailment, hemolytic ureiform bacteria
that lives in the mic syndrome, commonly associated
intestines of animals and humans.
with E.coli 0157:H7 infection. The girl
The Centers for Disease Control has not fully recovered.
- and Prevention estimates that E. coli
"Don't go near the water," said
0157:H7 infects as many as 20,000 William H. Bean, director of CBI. "It's
Americans a year, and kills up to 500, a clear and present danger."
through meat, produce and other
It is impossible to know whether
means, according to a recent report in the river or some other source caused
the New York Times. It first began to the infection. What is known is that the
appear in food in 1980, and outbreaks
river is one possible pathway. In one
have recently become more frequent. New Jersey study, only 34 percent of
Since mid-1995, more than 300 people the cases were linked to hamburgers.
have suffered severe diarrhea and other Other causes, including possibly conillnesses in nine outbreaks of the E. tact with contaminated water, account
coli in lettuce, alfalfa sprouts and fresh for the remainder.
apple juice or cider, the CDC says.
"Hamburger consumption doesn't
Milk produced at the dairies is not explain most sporadic cases," Tarr said.
the issue. The milk is safe because it is
In
Washington,
the
state
pasteurized. What's at stake is the safe- Department of Health has been collectty of food consumed by people who ing E.coli case data since 1987. Broken
come in contact with water contaminat- down by county, the data show that the
ed by the bacteria.
top eight counties ranked by number of
In one study of 36 dairies in infections from 1994-1996 were King,
Washington, Idaho and Oregon, at least Whatcom, Snohomish, Pierce, Yakima,
75 percent of the herds carried the Clark, Spokane and Thurston. In terms
deadly strain of E. coli. The study was of cases per 100,000 people, Whatcom
conducted by the Washington State and Yakima ranked number one and
University Field Disease Investigative
two. Whatcom and Yakima counties also
Unit and the U.S. Department of happen to rank one and two in terms of
Agriculture's
National
Veterinary
dairy cow population.
Services Laboratory, and published in
Other information strengthens the
1997 in the Journal for Food dairy-E. coli 0157:H7 connection. One
Protection. It found a "nearly ubiquiCanadian study, published in 1997 in
tous distribution" of E. coli 0157:H7
the Journal of Clinical Microbiology,
among the herds. One researcher said found the frequency of E. coli 0157:H7
this result has serious implications any- antibodies to be almost three times as
where manure run-off is reaching sur- great among dairy farm residents (12.5
face streams and causing high levels of percent) as among urban residents ( 4. 7
fecal coliform.
percent).
In other words, a high level of
How could the dairy cow be danwater-borne fecal coliform near cattle gerous? As the New York Times reportfeedlots is considered an indicator that ed, as many as 1.5 co 5 percent of dairy
E. coli 0157:H7 might also be in the cows carry the organism. "Dairy cows
water, the researcher said.
and other cattle seem to be the
High levels of fecal coliform have Typhoid Marys of the epidemics, carrybeen detected in surface water in the ing the bacteria harmlessly in their
Lower Yakima Valley of Central feces," the Times said.
Washington, close to numerous large
But Daniel H. Rice, a WSU
dairy and cattle feedlot operations. researcher and co-author of three E.
There, in Sunnyside, Wash., several coli-cow studies, believes the cow is
dairies have been targeted in Clean just a short-term carrier. He said the
Water Act lawsuits filed by Community research shows cows are infected with
Association for the Restoration of the the bacteria for only two to four weeks
Environment, a group of local residents a year, usually in late summer. Where is
(See
"Udder
Madness,"
CT, E. coli 0157:H7 living the rest of the
November 1997). In one irrigation year? That's the next thing they hope
canal that empties into the Yakima to find out.

Scientists _Chart
E. Coli-Dairy
Cow Connection
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ast month, a headline in the
Portland Oregonian shouted,
"There's no salmon shortage for
Puget Sound anglers." The newspaper
quoted Tony Floor, a Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife official, "Tell chem co come on up. We
have salmon everywhere."
Tony Floor was only partly right.
There is no shortage of endangered
salmon runs. They are, seemingly,
everywhere. On February 26, the
National Marine Fisheries Service took
the first step toward designating 13
major groups of wild Chinook from
California's Central Valley to the U.S.Canada border as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act. The designation includes all Puget Sound Chinook.
A final decision will come in a year.
In theory, the listings mean the
U.S. will put a top priority on restoring
the damaged salmon runs. But ESA
listings on the Columbia River have
failed, as recovery efforts have been
ensnared in politics. Hydroelectric, irrigation and navigation interests have
successfully resisted changes in river
operations that, while costly to them,
are likely to bring results.
If the government lacks the reso_lve
necessary to restore the salmon, perhaps chat's because historically it has
always put development first. Cascadia

Times recently came across a 1947 statement from the U.S. Department of the
Interior, an agency that is supposed to
protect wildlife. But not at that crucialpoint in the early history of hydro
development, as noted in the July 25,
1947 issue of BPA Currents, an
inho~se newsletter for Bonneville
Power Administration employees:
"The (Interior) Department agrees
chat the interests of the Columbia
River fisheries should not be allowed to
indefinitely retard full development of
the other resources of the river. It concludes moreover that the overall benefits co the Pacific Northwest from a
thorough going development of the
Snake and the Columbia are such that
the present salmon run must, if necessary, be sacrificed.
"This means to the Department
that the government's efforts should be
directed toward ameliorating
the
impact of an ultimate, and inevitably
full development
of the river's
resources
upon the immediately
injured interests and not toward a vain
attempt to hold still the hands of the
clock."
The article indicated that the BPA
saw the statement as a signal that one
new dam on the Columbia and four
new ones on the Lower Snake "must
be forthcoming." As predicted, those
dams have proven to be a major factor
in the salmon's demise.
We now know that sacrificing the
salmon has been standard operating
procedure on Columbia Basin for a
long time. And, apparently, m Puget
Sound and everywhere else.
•
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Left, A western red cedar in the Randy
Stoltmann wilderness of British Columbia.
The tree. photographed in 1997. was cut
down to make way for a logging road.
(Courtesy Western Canada Wilderness
Committee).

ach June before the start of
salmon season, Joe Sebastian
and Joan Kautzer, commercial
fishermen in Point Baker, Alaska, load
up their boat and take their children to
East Kuiu Island for a campout. They
want them to experience a place they
regard as paradise on earth. It's a spot
the Kake Indians of Southeast Alaska
know well, a lush rain pocket that
invites otters and ducks and black
bears, migrating blue herons and trumpeter swans. Pink, chum and coho
salmon spawn in the Salt Lagoon
watershed, and offshore waters teem
with halibut,
herring, shrimp and
crabs.
Sebastian's voice grows husky
when he talks about East Kuiu - he
calls it "Alaska's Garden of Eden" and the Forest Service's intention to
build roads and carve clearcuts into
this pristine unprotected 27,576-acre
roadless area on the Tongass National
Forest. "It's a place that has a really
strong life force," Sebastian says.
"There are no more Kuiu Islands."
Far to- the south, near Ashland,
Oregon, wilderness outfitter Dave
Willis has campaigned tirelessly since
the early 1980s for congressional protection of Soda Mountain, a unique
ecological crossroads where the plant
and animal communities of the Oregon

E

Management proposed wilderness
designation for just 5,867 acres around
Soda Mountain. But Willis's videos,
horseback tours and lobbying trips to
Washington, D.C. have begun to pay
off. In 1994 President Clinton referred
to "the special qualities of this unique
area" in his Northwest Forest Plan.
The BLM has deferred logging at
Soda Mountain for ten years. It is not
the permanent protection Willis still
hopes for, but it is a start.
This strong human connection
with the wild is what drives the forest
protection movement. The most passionate forest campaigns - French
Pete, North Kalmiopsis, Cove-Mallard,
Alpine Lakes, Clayoquot Sound,
Admiralty Island - have always been
waged over roadless areas, wild
nature's last refuges.
A little over a century ago, nearly
all of the Pacific Northwest was wild
and roadless. Today, roads and
clearcuts reach high into the mountains and deep into the remotest backcountry.
It's been nearly 20 years since the
Forest 'Service completed its last
national survey of roadless areas - a
survey that missed many thousands of
unroaded acres. It's been 14 years since
Congress passed statewide wilderness
bills for Oregon, Washington and

"(O)t all the thing6 that we do on national
tore6t6, road-building Leave6 the most
La6ting imprint on the Land6cape. Roads
are a Long-term tinancial commitment;
once built, they musr be maintained
year a~ter year."
- Foreer Service Chiei Mike Dombeck
Cascades and the Siskiyou Mountains
mingle at the edge of the Great Basin.
In the 37,500-acre roadless area he
seeks to protect, ancient junipers grow
on arid ridges and white oak, bigleaf
maple and rare native grasslands grace
canyon bottoms. The area is home to
imperiled plants and rare butterflies.
Its open forests provide essential habitat for mule deer, cougar, bear and
northern spotted owls.
In 1989 the Bureau of Land

California, thinking that would resolve
the fate of roadless areas once and for
all. It's been four years since the
Clinton administration adopted its
"ecosystem management plan" for
Northwest forests - a plan that virtually ignored the vital ecological role
roadless areas fill.
But forest activists never lost track
of the roadless areas. And now the
roadless area debate is heating up
again.

Above: A roadless area on the Tongass
National Forest (Courtesy Lighthawk).

In January, faced with growing
congressional resistance to logging
road subsidies and mounting scientific
evidence of the damage logging roads
inflict, the Clinton administration
announced an 18-month moratorium
on new construction of. permanent
roads in some roadless areas.
"(O)f all the things that we do on
national forests, road-building leaves
the most lasting imprint on the landscape," Forest Service Chief Mike
Dombeck said. "Roads are a long-term
financial commitment; once built, they
must be maintained year after year.."
Nationwide, the moratorium may
delay sales totaling between 100 million and 275 million board feet of timber - if it sticks. Already, some western Republicans in Congress are
threatening
to slash the Forest
Service's budget in retaliation. "If you
want to get their attention, (the budget) is the best way," declared Rep.
Don Young of Alaska - even though
the vast Tongass National Forest, in
his state, is excluded from the moratonum.
In fact, the moratorium is far from
sweeping. It also excludes national
forests in Oregon, Washington and
California that lie within the range of
the northern spotted owl. It excludes
most roadless areas smaller than 5,000
acres. It won't stop sales in roadless
areas that have already been auctioned. And as now written, it also
excludes all roadless areas where roads
have been built since the RARE II
inventory of the late 1970s - even if
their roadless cores are still intact.
That's a huge loophole that throws
doubt on what the Forest Service
means by the term "roadless area."
Even where it does apply, the
moratorium allows helicopter logging,
logging from existing roads, and construction of temporary roads. In eastern
Washington, eastern Oregon, Idaho
and western Montana the freeze on
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ature's last Stand---------------At Cascadia Times, we decided the
time was right for a broader look at this
issue across our bioregion. What have we
lost? What remains? What, damage have
roads done? What development schemes
threaten our roadless areas today? And
where should we go from here?

~oAo polirics
Over the past year the Clinton
administration has hinted broadly that it
is ready to consider new protection for
road less areas. In February of 1997, soon
after the notorious timber salvage rider
expired, Dombeck told Congress that
because the rider had heightened public
suspicion
of the national forest timber
sale program, new timber sales in roadless areas should be avoided.
Last fall, while signing the 1998
Forest
Service
appropriations
bill,
President Clinton surprised conservationists when he announced that the agency
was developing "a scientifically based
policy for managing roadless areas in our
national forests." Clinton added: "These
last remaining wild areas are precious to
millions of Americans and key to protecting clean water and abundant wildlife
habitat, and providing recreation opportunities. These unspoiled places must be
managed through science, not politics."
In October, Agriculture Secretary Dan
Glickman told Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
· that the new roads policy would also
A pristine area around Tsaytis River in the Kitlope watershed on the central coast of British Columbia. (Courtesy Kim Zumwalt/Lighthawk)
develop "strategies to protect municipal
watersheds and road less areas."
Given all that, conservationists
By far the majority of these unproroad- building may delay or even cancel a rain-saturated slopes are among the most
vulnerable to landslides and erosion of tected national forest roadless acres are in expected more from the administration
few timber sales that require entry into
in its January announcement.
"Their
any in the national forest system.
the Pacific states, the Northern Rockies
large roadless areas. "They won't be able
strategy is three-pronged: to build better
The chief promised that whatever
and Southeast Alaska - our Cascadia
to get into the heart of these areas to
roads where they build roads, to make
mine, log or put in ski developments
new roads policy emerges from an 18- bioregion. Roughly 4 million unprotectexisting roads better, and to take out
ed roadless acres remain in Oregon and
without some roads," said Tim Lillebo of month scientific study will apply to the
roads," said Ken Rait, ONRC's conservaentire national
forest system. But
Washington,
9.4 million
acres
in
the Oregon Natural Resources Council.
Dombeck didn't promise to go beyond
Southeast Alaska, and 8.4 million acres in tion director. "That strategy gives nothBut he adds, "It still leaves two-thirds to
ing to protection of roadless areas. It
addressing the vast network of deterioIdaho. The most threatened roadless
three-fourths of the road less areas on the
doesn't address extraction of timber."
rating logging roads and review the
lands are the 9 million acres of commereast side vulnerable to logging."
"It looks as if the Forest Service
future of the 33 million acres within the
cially valuable forest still included in the
It's obvious that the decision
to
181-million-acre
national forest system
Forest Service timber base. Most of wants to come up with new environmenexclude coastal forests was political, not
tally friendly roads that it can push into
scientific; logging roads on these steep,
that remain road less.
those lands are in the Northwest.
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roadless areas," said Steve Holmerof the
Western
Ancient
Forest Campaign.
"We'd like to see their plan peerreviewed by independent scientists. The
science is very clear. The science says
protect these areas."
In fact, if the president had been
reading the latest scientific studies, economic projections
and public opinion
polls, he might have found the courage to
follow through on his promise. Ending
logging in roadless areas is a popular idea
with most Northwest voters.
A spring
1997
poll of major
Northwest
media markets
by the
ForestWater
Alliance
showed
overwhelming support for additional wilderness protection west of the Cascades and revealed that voters think far more
land already is protected as wilderness
than is actually the case.
Protecting all roadless areas would
preserve the most vital fish and wildlife
habitat remaining on public lands, possibly staving off new endangered species
listings. It would protect drinking water
sources for many communities. It would

serve the growing numbers of Americans
who recreate in the backcountry. And it
would make barely a dent in the national
forest timber sale program.
Outside Alaska, only S percent of the
timber the Forest Service plans to sell in
1998 will come from roadless areas,
according to an analysis by the Western
Ancient Forest Campaign. When you
consider that national forests supply less
than 4 percent of the wood products
Americans consume each year, it's hard
to make the economic hardship case.
The Forest Service's own economists say the impact on the timber sale
program would be minimal in national
forests west of the Cascades. Last year
13.S million board feet of timber - just 2
percent of the total volume sold in these
forests - came from roadless areas. Only
9 million board feet of timber are slated
to be cut on westside forests this year.
Most national forests near urban
centers are experiencing a shortage of
areas for primitive roadless recreation.

A patchwork of roads and clearcuts in the Cove-Mallard area of Central Idaho. (Trygve Steen photo)

Popular wilderness areas like Oregon's
Three Sisters, Mt. Jefferson and Mt.
Hood and Washington's Alpine Lakes are
now so overrun with campers that people
seeking the quiet, solitude and physical
challenge of wilderness are turning to
unprotected roadless areas Many of the
most popular trails in the Northwest
cross roadless areas.
· Adding all remaining roadless areas
in the owl region to the wilderness system - something only Congress could
do - would increase protected wilder-

ness acreage by 50 percent while reducing timber sale levels in the region by
just 6 percent overall, a "biodiversity bargain," in the words of the Ashland,
Oregon-based group Headwaters. East of
the Cascades and in Alaska the impact
would be greater. Full implementation of
the new Tongass Land Management
Plan would give the gn;en light to entry
into hundreds of thousands of roadless
acres prized by hunters, fishermen and
wilderness adventurers.
The Clinton administration could

end logging in roadless areas administratively - and might even find support for
such a move in the Northwest. Last
December, Wyden and Democratic
House members Elizabeth Furse,
Darlene Hooley and Earl Blumenauer of
Oregon and Jim McDermott
of
Washington wrote to Dombeck urging
him to include all national forest roadless
areas in his moratorium.
Predictably, western Republicans,
including Oregon's Sen. Gordon Smith,
Washington's Slade Gorton and Idaho's
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Larry
Craig,
quickly
denounced
Dombeck's 18-month moratorium. Craig
fired off this alliterative masterpiece:
"While we understand
that there are
unmet road-repair needs, it is going to
cake more than press releases, private
leaks, preservation-group pandering and
predictions
of peril from the Forest
Service before we are convinced they are
serious about this."
Oregon Gov. John Kitzhaber, a popular Democrat whose views are highly
regarded by the Clinton administration,
actively lobbied for the exclusion of the
wescside owl forests and may have case
the deciding vote. In a statement after

the moratorium was announced, he
praised the Forest Service's new focus on
road repair and reconstruction and
applauded the decision to leave westside
forests out of the moratorium. To include
chem, he argued, would have betrayed
the commitments the Northwest Forest
Plan made to fish, wildlife and rural communities. "In Oregon, we honor our commitments to each other and we honor our
commitments to the environment,"
Kitzhaber said.

Washington, concluded: "The real forest
health emergency lies in the extensive
habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation that inland forest and associated
aquatic ecosystems have experienced
after a century of intensive commercial
extractive uses, including livestock grazing, logging, and mining."
A scientific team that analyzed the
findings of hundreds of research studies
in the Interior Northwest as part of the
huge Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem
Management Project found overwhelming evidence of a strong connection
between roadless areas and healthy populations of fish and wildlife. Aquatic scientists found that 11.6 million acres out
of the 19 million acres within watershed
strongholds for salmon and trout fell
within wilderness areas and unprotected
roadless areas.
With their cold, clear waters, these
watersheds are critical refugia for endari-

dusty logging roads to get to a wilderness
trailhead understands that our public
lands are carved with roads. Roads do
harm in many ways: they fragment habitat, encourage poaching of game, fail and
trigger landslides, dump sediment into
streams, and provide a path for invasion
of exotic species and diseases like the
Port Orford cedar root rot into pristine
areas.
Some forest roads do provide benefits to the larger society. They allow people in rural areas to get from place to
place, provide hunters with access to
game, and, let's admit it, provide hikers
with access to wilderness trailheads
across logged-over land. But thousands of
miles of logging roads aren't needed any-_
more. They dead-end at landings where
the land has been so hammered that logging won't resume for many decades, if
ever.
Outside its large parks and wilder-

BiOlOGiCAl SANCTUA~iES
But if it were up to the many scientists who have studied the condition of
public lands in the Northwest, a decision
to end logging in all national forest roadless areas would be a no-brainer. Last
December, 169 scientists sent Clinton a
letter calling for an end to logging and
road-building in all roadless areas larger
than 1,000 acres. "Roadless areas are
important because they represent the
least human-disturbed habitats in an
almost universally disturbed landscape,"
the scientists wrote. "There is a growing
consensus among academic and agency
scientists that existing roadless areas irrespective of size- contribute substantially to maintaining biodiversity and
ecological integrity on the national
forests."
The Northwest Forest Plan paid
special attention to the connection
between pristine, intact forests and
healthy salmon runs by designating the
most important salmon streams in
Washington, Oregon and California west
of the Cascades as "key watersheds" in
its aquatic habitat conservation strategy.
Though some conservation groups say
the strategy doesn't go far enough, the
National Marine Fisheries Service concluded in 1995 that it "is expected co
maintain and restore coho salmon habitat" - at least in the upper reaches of
coastal streams on federal lands.
Over the past decade several scientific panels have studied the condition of
forests and streams in the heavily roaded
Interior Northwest. Without exception,
each one has concluded that roadless
areas contain the purest water, the most
intact stream structure and the least fragmented forest habitat in the Interior
Columbia Basin.
The Eastside Scientific Panel, a
group of federal scientists convened in
the early 1990s to study the health of
forests in eastern Oregon and eastern

Clearcuts and logging roads next to Olympic National Park (Courtesy Mandy Merklin/
Lighthawk)

gered bull trout, which once populated a
vast network of streams throughout a
five-state region. Dams and land-disturbing activities have now pushed bull trout
into the headwaters of only a few undisturbed streams.
Large roadless areas in North
Cascades, the Kettle Range and the
Northern Rockies provide sanctuary for
wide-ranging animals including the gray
wolf, the grizzly, the woodland caribou
and the reclusive lynx, a boreal forest cast
of northeastern Washington that is soon
to be protected under the Endangered
Species Act after a six-year battle by
environmentalists.

THE G~EAT ~OAD GIVEAWAY
The flip side of the roadless area
debate is roads.
Anyone who has driven for hours on

ness areas, the Interior Northwest is
criss-crossed with logging roads, dirt
roads and off-road vehicle tracks. Road
densities reach an incredible 10 miles per
square mile in Idaho's Coeur d'Alene
watershed.
In Southeast Alaska, the incursion of
roads into wiJd country has led to widespread poaching of deer and bear. Prince
of Wales Island in the south end of the
archipelago is carved by more than 1,000
miles of logging roads.
Until recently, it was the Forest
Service's practice to build elaborate road
systems chat penetrated deep into roadless watersheds, thereby claiming them
for timber management. Sales would be
laid out in 40-acre patches, starting at the
upstream end of the watershed. With
those road systems in place, the agency
had access to the timber it needed to
meet longterm timber targets.
That practice reached its peak on

the Tongass National Forest in the
1980s, when the Forest Service, flush
with a congressionally guaranteed annual
appropriation of at least $40 million to
put up timber sales, built elaborate networks of logging roads - just in time for
the timber industry recession. As sales
went begging, some of these roads
became. "roads to nowhere."
The result of the Forest Service's
road-building orgy is a national forest system carved by 373,000 miles of official
roads plus 60,000 acres of illegal "ghost
roads," and an agency that can't afford to
maintain them, as Dombeck admits.
Some logging roads are ticking time
bombs. Roads built before 1980 typically
were built on excavated soil known as
"sidecast" material, which was prone to
slide down mountainsides in heavy rain.
In the Oregon Coast Range, and in Idaho
along the Clearwater River, the North
Fork of the Coeur d'Alene River and the
South Fork of the Salmon River, roads on
unstable slopes have blown out frequently, with catastrophic effects on salmon
habitat. When that happens, the federal
treasury must pay to repair the damage.
And that's only one way taxpayers
subsidize forest road-building. Each year
the Forest Service builds hundreds of
miles of logging roads with money appropriated by Congress. In 1997 it spent $47
million to build about 400 miles of new
roads and reconstruct another 2,000
miles. The agency also generously subsidizes construction of logging roads by
timber purchasers through its controversial "purchaser road credit" program,
which gives timber purchasers credit
against the cost of the cim ber they buy to
offset the expense they incur building
access roads. The credit is based on the
Forest Service's estimate of the roadbuilding cost plus a profit margin of 10 to
15 percent. Companies are not required
to report the actual cost of building the
roads. Last year this program cost an estimated $50 million in foregone timber
receipts.
The federal road subsidy is important ecologically because without it we
wouldn't have so many logging roads, or
so much road-related habitat damage. We
wouldn't have so many clearcuts, either,
because without the subsidy many of
these sales would be unprofitable and
would never be sold.
Bue the reason the roads issue has
risen to prominence this year has more to
do with economics than ecology. The
plain fact is that the Forest Service can
no longer afford its road system. For the
first time, the agency has admitted that
its timber sale program is a money-loser.
Based on its own accounting system,
which doesn't take into consideration the
costs of building roads, repairing streams
or making payments to state and local
governments, the. agency reported last
year that it lost $15 million selling timber
in 1996. The General Accounting Office
pegs the loss at far more; in a recent
report it found the program lost $995 million between 1992 and 1994. However
you tally the cost, the agency was so
strapped in 1997 that it had to transfer
$77 million from other dedicated funds
to pay for a shortfall in its road, recreation
and state reimbursement programs
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because -its
ational Forest Fund was
bankrupt.
The issue of road subsidies and their
costs, both environmental and fiscal, has
united conservationists and deficit hawks
who see this program as the blatant giveaway it is. The Clinton administration,
sensing an opportunity to satisfy both
camps, proposed last year and again this
year to end the purchaser road credit program and put more money into repair
and removal of failing logging roads.
Twice, Congress came within a vote or
two of ending the purchaser road credit
program. In 1997 the proposal might
have passed the Senate if Vice President
Al Gore been there to cast the tie-breaking vote rather than on a fund-raising trip
to New York.
Clinton's other roads initiative
involves beginning to repair the damage
chat logging roads have done. In his 1999
budget plan, he proposes spending $218
million, a 20 percent increase, to remove
and rebuild logging roads and restore
watersheds. That would triple the program's capacity from 1,200 miles to 3,500
miles. But even that increase represents
only a tiny fraction of what's needed.
The Forest Service estimates $10 billion
would be required to do the job for the
entire national forest system.
Putting logging roads to bed isn't
just a matter of walking away. They have
to be decommissioned or they will continue to trigger landslides and deliver
regular payloads of sediment to rivers
and streams. In some cases, that means
excavation with heavy equipment to stabilize mass debris flows. In others, it
means installing water bars on roadbeds
and removing culverts that can get
blocked and wash roads into nearby
streams. This is not cheap or easy:
removing a single large rusting culvert
from a road in Oregon's Siuslaw NF can
cost more than $10,000. (see story, p. 18)
One challenge of the next millennium, as Dombeck has correctly perceived,
will be to take most of those roads out
and let the land heal.
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THE NEW OR£5T CAMpAiGNS
The Forest Service and BLM have
been slashing away at their unroaded
backcountry since commercial logging on
a grand scale began after World War IL
The Wilderness Act of 1964 created a
wilderness preservation system unique
in the world, and the 1976 National
Forest Management Act required the
Forest Service to study roadless lands
larger than 5,000 acres for wilderness designation. Congress passed a series of
wilderness bills in the 1970s and 1980s,
but that didn't end the debate.
Inventoried roadless areas have special legal status. Responding to court rulings that said punching a road into pristine wilderness is a federal action of "significant impact," the Forest Service in
the early 1990s directed forest supervisors to prepare a full environmental
impact statement before any new roadless area entry.
The Forest Service is also required
to assess the status of its inventoried

"In. Oregon, we honor our comrntrmenra to each other
and we honor our comnurmenre to the environment."
- Oregon Gov. John Kitzhaber

Clearcuts and logging roads on steep slopes on the Mount Hood National Forest in Oregon.
(Courtesy Jan Noyes/Lighthawk)

roadless areas every time it writes new
forest management plans. Most current
Forest Service and BLM plans in the
Northwest were adopted in the late
1980s and early 1990s. All forest plans in
the owl region were amended by the
Northwest Forest Plan in 1994. But
because owl lawsuits blocked most logging on these forests for five years, inventoried roadless areas west of the Cascades
have remained largely intact since 1990.
Their fate remains an issue the Forest
Service must deal with as it gears up for a
new round of forest planning early in the
next century. The agency will also have
to update its inventory of roadless areas,
accounting for what has been lost to logging and road construction.
Last year the Oregon Natural
Resources Council launched a new
"Oregon Wild" campaign that focuses
the statewide organization on winning
permanent protection for Oregon wildlands left out of the 1984 wilderness bill.
In a return to its roots, 0 RC is conducting an extensive roadless area mapping project and recruiting volunteers to
"adopt" roadless areas and work for their
protection. The ONRC project will
update information on inventoried roadless areas, but it won't stop there; it will
also target roadless areas between 1,000
and 5,000 acres in size.
"We're trying to jumpstart the new
roadless area inventory," says ONRC
conservation director Ken Rait. "The
Forest Service will have to do one. Our
goal is to beat them and force them to
respond to our inventory."
Most forest activists share the goal of
protecting all roadless areas, all old-

growth forests and all watersheds that
support important salmon runs and provide pure drinking water. Bur not all conservationists believe that reopening the
wilderness wars of the 1970s and 1980s is
the best strategy for achieving that goal.
Twenty grassroots environmental
groups sent a letter to Clinton in late
December urging him to broaden protection for forests beyond roadless areas.
The real need, they said, "is to protect
America's rich and varied biological
diversity, not simply the few remaining
roadless areas that have been traditionally valued for their scenic beauty."
Zero Cut advocates like Tim
Hermach of the Eugene, Oregon-based
Native Forest Council argue that areas
with roads are just as deserving of protection as roadless areas, and that an end to
all commercial logging on federal land is
the only intellectually honest approach to
forest protection. Disputes over where
logging should occur "miss the entire
question of whether cutting is good for
the American public, or costly and perhaps irretrievably harmful," Hermach
told the Associated Press.
Proponents of Zero Cut support a
bill introduced in the House last year by
Rep. James Leach, R-Iowa, and Rep.
Cynthia, McKinney, D-Georgia, that
would end commercial logging on
national forests. If it should ever be
enacted into law, it would end logging in
second-growth stands and heavily fragmented areas as well as inventoried roadless areas.
A coalition of five environmental
groups in the Siskiyou-Klamath region of
southwestern Oregon and northwestern

California is taking a holistic approach to
forest protection, developing a landscape-level plan for the bioregion that
will be based on sophisticated GIS mapping and a socioeconomic study. "We're
promoting a broad-scale conservation
vision," said Headwaters president Julie
Norman, a coalition leader. .
Several conservation groups west of
the Cascades came together last year to
form the ForestWater Alliance. Funded
by the Pew Charitable Trusts, the
alliance is trying to make the case for
increased protection of westside forests
by highlighting holes in the Northwest
Forest Plan, including its failure to protect some municipal watersheds, oldgrowth stands and roadless areas.
East of the Cascades, where the wild
is bigger, there is no unified approach to
protecting roadless areas. The Alliance
for the Wild Rockies, based in Missoula,
Montana, has a big-picture proposal, the
Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection
Act, for protecting wildlands and corridors around core habitat in parts of four
states. American Wildlands, in Bozeman,
Montana, fights logging in roadless areas
throughout the Northern Rockies. Ron
Mitchell of the Idaho Sporting Congress
in Boise files lawsuits to keep the Forest
Service out of Idaho's millions of acres of
unprotected wilderness.
Direct action combined with litigation has delayed logging in some road less
areas, most famously Cove-Mallard on
Idaho's Nez Perce National Forest. Since
1992, Earth First! and other activists
have erected fortresses, dug trenches and
perched atop tripods to keep the Forest
Service from punching roads into a large
unprotected roadless area surrounded by
Central Idaho's big wilderness. Direct·
action has slowed but not stopped the
encroachment of roads into CoveMallard; the Forest Service has now
completed about 15 percent of its road
system.
If the Clinton administration has
learned nothing else about forest issues
in the past five years, it ought to have
learned this: As long as there are unprotected roadless areas on federal lands,
and as long as there are forest activists
who care about them, the campaign to
protect them won't go away.
Just ask retired U.S. Senator Mark
Hatfield, the timber industry's most
powerful advocate, who spent his last 12
years in the Senate holding the line
against expanded protection for roadless
areas.
What did Hatfield choose for his
legacy? One of the most prized roadless
areas in Oregon, an area that had been
fought over for more than 20 years. In the
end, Hatfield recognized that the political cost of logging Opal Creek would be
too high. So he protected it - not as a
key watershed, or a late- successional
reserve, or a habitat conservation area.
As wilderness.
•
Kathie Durbin is senior editor for
Cascadia Times and author of Tree
Huggers: Victory, Defeatand Renewal in the
Northwest Anciet Forest Campaign. She
can be reached at akdurbin@aol.com.
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ROADLESS AREAS AT RISK
A Ca~cadia Sampler
project, which would have built 93 miles of
road and cut 123 million board feet of timber
from the area, was withdrawn as the result of
a lawsuit. A new draft EIS is in the early planning stages.
2.

'
SE Alaska,.
SOUTHEASTALASKA
Port Houghton-Cape
Fanshaw RAs (Tongass NF)
1.

Location: On the Alaska mainland north-

east of Petersburg
Size: 110,190 acres
What's at stake: Port Houghton

River flows out of two large lakes in
Alaska's coastal mountains and
meanders through meadows before
emptying into a three- mile-long salt
chuck, which harbors abundant
salmon runs estimated at 54,000, as
well as herring, shellfish, harbor
seals, steelhead, Dolly Varden and cutthroat trout. Ducks, geese and arctic
terns use flats at the head of the salt chuck,
and forests harbor wolf, black bear, moose,
wolverine, mink, marten, river otter and
mountain goat. Port Houghton attracts commercial fishermen, charter tour boats and sea
kayakers. The Port Houghton salt chuck is the
only unlogged salt chuck on the mainland
coast.
Status: The Port Houghton-Cape Fanshaw

East Kuiu RA

(Tongass NF)
Location: On Kuiu Island north of Prince
of Wales Island and west of Kupreanof Island
Size: 27,547 acres
What's at stake: Salt lagoon Lake on
East Kuiu attracts Canada geese, harlequin
ducks, marbled murrelets and migrating trumpeter swans. The river and estuary offer spectacular scenery and support abundant runs of
pink, chum and coho salmon as well as halibut,
crab and shrimp. Seclusion Harbor provides a
safe anchorage and is a key stopover for
migrating waterfowl. Kayakers are attracted to
this wildlife-rich area, which is also a traditional subsistence hunting and fishing area for
Alaska Natives from the village of Kake.
Status: Th-e Forest Service's
efforts to sell timber in East Kuiu
have been blocked repeatedly by
appeals and legal challenges. A
draft EIS proposing the construction of 80 miles of new road to
log 120 million board feet was
withdrawn as the result of a lawsuit.
The area remains open to logging in the
L..:
new Tongass Land Management Plan, but habi- ill ,
tat reserves and scenic set-asides reduce the
·~
c:: l
land base available for cutting. A new draft EIS
is in the early planning stages.

~l

3. Cleveland Peninsula

RAs (Tongass NF)
Location: Mainland north of Ketchikan
Size: 120,000 acres
What's at stake. Large unroaded
wilderness provides habitat for wolf, mountain
goat, brown bear and Sitka black-tailed deer.
The peninsula, just three miles by boat from
the Ketchikan area, is a popular hunting and
fishing area for Ketchikan residents.
Status: Most of the peninsula
remains open to logging under the
new Tongass Land Management Plan.
A draft EIS in the early planning
stages.may propose building up to
60 miles of new road and logging 85
million board feet of timber from
3,500 acres.

4. Upper Tenakee Inlet
(Tongass NF)
Location: Pristine inventoried roadless

areas in the upper reaches of Tenakee Inlet,
on north Chichagof Island.
Size: 556,271 acres
What's at stake: Long Bay River supports important commercial runs of pink and

chum salmon. Goose Flats River, on the inlet's
south side, harbors brown bear, mink, marten
and Sitka black-tailed deer and draws large
numbers of migrating waterfowl. Beautiful
Tenakee Inlet attracts sea kayakers and supports small charter fishing businesses.
Status: Except for narrow protective buffers
bordering the inlet, Upper Tenakee is slated for
logging under the new Tongass Land
Management Plan. The Finger Mountain project
would cut 1,872 acres and build up to 50 miles
of new road in this half-million-acre roadless
area. A draft EIS is expected late this year.

BRITISHCOLUMBIA
5. Great Bear Rainforest
Location:Three distinct roadless areas

along 600 km (373 miles) of British
Columbia's Central Coast, the Greater Ecstall
Region to the north, the Great Bear Rainforest
in the middle and the Knight Inlet Region to
the South.
Size: 3.4 million hectares (7.4 million acres).
What's at stake: These
areas, almost the size of
Switzerland, include the last large
. contiguous regions of intact temperate rainforest in the world. The region
includes more than 100 still-pristine valleys, and is home to more than 1,000 distinct
races of wild salmon and the rare, white
Kermode or spirit bear. Canada's largest population of grizzly bear lives here, but it's threatened by hunters and poachers and driven out
by habitat loss due to clearcutting.
Status: Since 1990, 14 rainforest valleys
more 5,000 hectares (12,000 acres) in size
have been roaded and logged.

6. Randy Stoltmann
Wilderness
Location: Pristine areas northwest of

Whistler, about 200 km from Vancouver in the
Squamish and Lillooet watersheds.
Size: 260,000 hectares

What's at stake: The Stoltmann har-

bors the southern limit of North America's
coasta I grizzly bear population.
Status: Only 20 percent of this wilderness is
protected. The government has granted
lnterfor, a B.C. logging company, a tenure to
clearcut the rest of the area.

~ature's last Stand---------------North Fork John
Day/Elkhorn/Green
horn RAs (Malheur,

the southwest side of Pelican Butte would
reconstruct 1.5 miles of road and selectively log
white fir and Shasta red fir over 2,110 acres,
including 471 acres within the roadless area.
The Winema National Forest withdrew the sale
after environmentalists appealed it but recently
issued a new draft environmental assessment
with few changes.

20.

WASHINGTON
17. Long Draw and Long
Swamp RAs (Okanogan NF)
Location: East of the Pasayten Wilderness
in north-central Washington..
·
Size: 110,000 acres
What's at stake: The largest population of lynx in the Lower 48, now down to 48
animals, inhabits this high-elevation lodgepole
pine forest. It's also home to snowshoe hare,
wolverine, gray wolf, pine marten and fisher.
One of the last pure strains of redband trout in
the mid-Columbia region lives in these
streams.
Status: Intensive logging in the Loomis
State Forest to the east has reduced lynx forage
and cover. The Long Draw timber sale proposes
to build 13.3 miles of road and log 1,200 acres
of pine in the roadless area. Protests from conservationists and Washington Gov. Gary Locke
prompted Supervisor Sam Gehr to withdraw
the sale last year, but the area remains part of
the forest's timber base.

Umatilla and WallowaWhitman NFs)
Location: East-northeast of Baker City,

south of LaGrande
Size: 200,000 acres of unprotected roadless
areas
What's at stake: This country,
headwaters of the Powder, Grande
Ronde and North Fork John Day
rivers, is a land of superlatives.
Together with the North Fork John
Day Wilderness, it's the largest
unbroken expanse of virgin forest in
eastern Oregon. The largest wild chinook
salmon and steelhead runs remaining in
Oregon are found here, and it's home to the

22.
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for recreation and has been buying up the
extensive private holdings where there are willing sellers.
Status: Off-road vehicle threatens the
southwest side of the mountain. Recreation
pressures are intense, and summer traffic is ·
heavy on the Steens Mountain Loop Road. The
B LM has proposed setting aside 41, I 40 acres of
the Steens and 69,165 acres of the Alvord
Desert to the east as wilderness. Oregon conservationists have proposed a 1.2 million-acre
Steens Mountain National Park and Preserve
encompassing Steens Mountain, the Alvord
Desert and adjacent I ds.

Deadhorse

Rim/Coleman Rim
RAs (Fremont NF)
Location:East-southeast of
Gearhart Mountain Wilderness in
south-central Oregon
·Size: 24,000 acres
What's at stake: Perhaps the largest
intact stands of big old-growth ponderosa pine
(up to four feet thick) and white fir in Oregon.

24. Trout Creek
Mountains RAs
(Willow Creek, Disaster
Peak, Fifteenmile Creek,
Oregon Canyon and
Twelvemile Creek) (Oregon
6 Nevada BLM)
Location: Extreme southeastern Oregon

and northwestern Nevada.
Size: 180,090 acres
What's at stake: Imperiled populations

of rare Whitehorse cutthroat trout. Habitat for
pronghorn, mule deer, bobcat, mountain lion,
sage grouse and beaver.
Status: Large sections of the Trout Creeks
are leased for livestock grazing. The BLM recommended 164,070 acres for wilderness designation. Conservationists have proposed protection for 320,000 acres.

18. Devil's Gulch RA
(Wenatchee NF)
Location: West of Wenatchee, south of

U.S. Highway 2
Size: 25,186 acres
What's at stake: Popular trails through

park-like stands of ponderosa pine and ridgelines with panoramic mountain views make
this area popular with hikers and mountainbikers from as far away as Seattle.
Status: The Sand Creek Restoration Project
would thin trees within the roadless area,
ostensibly to reduce fire risk in these dry
forests, where intense wildfires burned in 1994.
Environmentalists want the agency to try
experimental thinning in roaded areas first. A
draft EIS is due in June.

OREGON

19. Aldrich Mountain/
Dry Cabin RAs
(Malheur NF)
Location: West of John Day
Size: 4,951 acres
What's at stake: Ponderosa pine

and white fir stands provide excellent cover
for mule deer and Rocky Mountain elk and
habitat for mountain lion and black bear.
Benchlands and steep slopes are home to
bighorn sheep. Streams harbor steelhead, bull
trout and rainbow trout. Raptors, game birds
and songbirds are abundant.
Status: The Todd timber sale, which proposed to building roads and clearcuts on the
south half of Aldrich Mountain to reduce fire
risk, was withdrawn after conservationists
threatened to sue over roadless area entry. The
Malheur Forest is currently preparing the Jobs
timber sale adjacent to a roadless area north
of the mountain.

OREGON-IDAHO

25. Owyhee Canyon
largest herd of free- ranging Rocky Mountain
elk in the Northwest. A recreation wonderland,
it's also the source of drinking water for Baker
City and La Grande.
Status: The Forest Service plans at least five
large timber sales in this region; three would
cut roads into pristine roadless areas and two
would log in municipal watersheds. The Beaver
Creek Fuels Reduction project would log in the
LaGrande watershed, ostensibly to reduce high
fuel loads and clear land for fire
breaks.

(BLM Oregon, BLM Idaho)

habitat for mule deer, black bear, coyote, pika
and such old-growth species as pileated woodpecker.
Status: The Fremont Forest tried to sell timber here in the 1980s but has no immediate
plans to offer timber sales in the area and has
designated several hundred acres a Research
Natural Area in recognition of the rare ecosystem that survives here.

Location: Extreme southwestern Idaho

and extreme southeastern Oregon
Size: 619,000 acres (includes intermixed
BLM and private lands)
What's at stake: A maze of deep,
steep-walled canyons cutting through basalt
plateaus. Wilderness hiking, hot springs,
white-water boating on the Owyhee River.
Habitat for pronghorn, California bighorn
sheep, mule deer, mountain lion, river otter,
golden eagle, bald eagle, prairie falcon, sage
grouse, mountain quail, redband trout.
Status: Threats include intensive livestock
grazing, off-road vehicle use and proposed
expansion of an Air Force National Guard
bombing range. The BLM has proposed a
172,100-acre wilderness. Oregon conservationists have proposed 480,000 wilderness on the
Oregon side. The Committee for Idaho's High
Desert recommends closing a few dirt roads
and establishing a vast 1.2 million-acre wilderness where Idaho, Oregon and Nevada meet.

NORTHERN GREAT BASIN
(Oregon and Idaho)

21. Sky Lakes/
Pelican Butte
RA (Winema NF)
Location: East of Sky Lakes
Wilderness near crest of the Cascades, 25 miles
northwest of Klamath Falls
Size: 17,500 acres
What's at stake: Unique old-growth
forest area at junction of Cascades and
Klamath Lake Basin harbors spotted owls and
supports high concentrations of nesting and
roosting bald eagles. an important cultural
resource for the Klamath Tribe.
Status: The proposed Pelican Butte Ski Area,
now in the early planning stages, would construct ski lifts, snowmobile trails and crosscountry ski trails in a portion of the roadless
area, disturbing critical habitat for bald eagles
and destroying the area's wilderness character.
The Cold Springs/Switchback timber sales on

23. High Steens/Little
Blitzen Gorge RAs
(Oregon BLM)
Location: In the Northern Great Basin 60

miles southeast of Burns
Size: 79,140 acres
What's at stake: Steens Mountain, a

fault-block mountain cut by deep U-shaped
glaciated gorges, is famous worldwide for its
wildflowers and aspen groves and its dramatic
setting. Streams running off the gentle west
slopes water vast marshlands; its steep east
face drops 5,300 feet to the stark Alvord
desert. The mountain is home to raptors, game
birds, pronghorn, mule deer and Rocky
Mountain elk, and its streams are stocked with
Lahontan cutthroat trout.
Status: Ranchers control the lush gorge
bottoms; the BLM manages the high country
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27. French Creek-

32. Ninemile
Valley (Lolo NF)

Patrick Butte RA
(Payette NF)
Location: Central Idaho adjacent to Frank
Church-River of No Return Wilderness
Size: 152,228 acres
What's at stake: This country of steep
river breaklands, alpine meadows, glacial
cirque basins and high mountain lakes supports redband and bull trout, golden eagles,
osprey and bighorn sheep.
Status: Three scheduled timber sales would
- log at least 4,600 acres through a combination of helicopter yarding, cable logging and
the construction of six miles of new road. The
entire roadless area is slated for timber harvest over the next decade.

28. North Lochsa Slope
RA (Clearwater NF) ,
Location: North of U.S. 12 in northeast-

central Idaho
Size: 101,943 acres
What's at stake: Important habitat

for bull trout, spring chinook salmon, steelhead, and westslope cutthroat trout. The
longest undisturbed section of the Lewis and
Clark Trail passes through the Fish and Hungry
creek watersheds.
Status: Proposed elk habitat enhancement
project would cut timber on 1,650 acres and
open 22 percent of the existing trail system to
motorized trailbikes.

29. Cove-Mallard RA
(Nez Perce NF)
Location: An unprotected block in the

heart of the· Central Idaho Wild lands
Size: 70,000 acres
What's at stake: Nearly 3 million

acres of unfragmented wilderness separated by
a single road from another I.I million wilderness acres. Premier elk calving area and habitat for moose and bighorn sheep. critical habitat for Snake River salmon. wild steelhead,
bull trout and cutthroat trout.
Status: The national campaign to keep
roads and clearcuts out of Cove-Mallard, using
a combination of direct action, litigation and
administrative appeals, has been going on
since 1992. It has delayed but not halted the
massive project. To date, about 54 miles of
road have been built out of 145 miles planned
and 20 percent of the 5,700 acres slated for
logging have been cut.

IDAHO
26. Deadwood RA
(Boise NF)
Location: Northeast of
Boise
Size: 49,358 acres

30. Mount Jefferson RA

What's at stake:

Habitat for redband and
bull trout. Winter and summer elk range. Hiking, backcountry deer hunting and whitewater boating on
the Deadwood River less than two hours from
Boise.
Status: The proposed Deadwood timber
sale would log 21,000 acres within the roadless area, including 13,000 acres of old-growth
pine, and build 11 miles of new road.
Conservationists recently won a lawsuit forcing
the Forest Service to individually mark 87,000
trees, but the project is still moving forward.
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(Targhee NF)
Location: Centennial Range of eastern
Idaho, near Continental Divide
Size: 55,756 acres
What's at stake: One of the few intact
areas in this heavily roaded forest.
Immigration corridor for grizzlies and wolves
moving between Central Idaho Wilderness and,
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.
Status: Targhee National Forest plan calls
for meeting 41 percent of the timber target
from forests in the Centennial Range.

MONTANA
31. Great Burn (Lolo NF)
Location: Montana-Idaho border
Size: I 56,000 acres in Montana plus

contiguous roadless areas in Idaho;
more than 300,000 acres in all.
What's at stake: The Great
Burn and five other roadless areas
form a "string of pearls" along the
Bitterroot Crest that attracts wilderness lovers from Missoula and the Clark
Fork River. Moose, mountain goats, wolverines, fishers, black bears, mountain lions, pine
martens, osprey and golden eagle inhabit this
wilderness, which ranges in elevation from
3,200 to 8,000 feet. More than 30 lakes are
set like jewels along the crest. lie along the
crest.
Status: The Lolo National Forest is developing a Stateline Snowmobiling Proposal to govern future management of the snowmobiling
that currently occurs on part of the Great
Burn RA in violation of the forest plan.
Motorized recreation also threatens the portion of the Great Burn that lies in Idaho's
Clearwater National Forest.
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Location: 40 miles northwest
of Missoula
Size: 10,000 acres
What's at stake: This valley is home to the Ninemile
Wolves, a pack of gray wolves
immortalized in Rick Bass's book
of the same name. The wolf pack,
which moved into the valley in
1989, is thriving, grizzlies have
been spotted in the area, and bull
trout inhabit Ninemile Creek. The
valley is a wildlife corridor connecting the Mission Mountains
and the Rattlesnake and SelwayBitterroot wilderness areas. Its
aquifer supplies ground water to
several communities in the Clark
Fork Basin,
Status: The Yellowstone
Pipeline Company seeks a permit
to construct a refined-fuels
pipeline through the valley along
a known earthquake fault. The
pipeline, linking Billings with
Spokane, would cross the North
Siegel Roadless Area and trench through 28
year-round streams and 73 intermittent
streams. During construction it would dump
massive amounts of sediment into Ninemile
Creek; spills would be all but inevitable once
diesel and other petroleum products began
moving through. The Flathead Tribe
refused in 199 5 to renew a permit for a section of the
pipeline that passed
through the Flathead
Reservation; since then
fuels have been transported by rail from Missoula to
Thompson Falls. A draft environmental impact is due next fall.

PuttingLoggingRoads to Bed
Suiolaw National Foreot Moveo
tram Liquidation to Reotoration

by Kathie Durbin

T

he big shovel digs into saturated
soil above Mill Creek, a swollen
tributary ofTenmile Creek, and
removes another 18 cubic yards of fill.
Seasoned heavy equipment operators
work steadily in a December downpour,
gradually exposing the rusted steel culvert that funnels the creek's flow 20 feet
below an old logging road in the Siuslaw
National Forest.
Culvert removal on an anadromous
fish stream in the Oregon Coast Range is
tricky business even in good weather
and ordinarily is not attempted during
the rainy winter season, when the risk of
flushing sediment into spawning beds is
high. But this culvert was installed in
1963, when Forest Service road-building
standards were far less exacting, and it's
in bad shape. The bottom of the eightand-a-half-foot-wide corrugated pipe has
already partially collapsed, raising the
water level and placing a barrier in the
way of spawning salmon and steelhead.
Engineers worry that it won't last the
winter. If it goes, the road will go with it,
inflicting far greater damage on fish
habitat.
Five days and 2,700 cubic yards of
soil later, workers have uncovered the
80-foot length of culvert pipe, dragged it
up the steep embankment, placed SO
tons of boulders along the stream banks
to stabilize them, and constructed a
berm that blocks the logging road
beyond to vehicle access. After a brief
flush of muddy water, Mill Creek is running free and clear. The cost of the
December 1997 project: $10, 700.
This is road removal and watershed
restoration up close and personal. For
the past three years, it's been a principal
focus of Siuslaw National Forest
Supervisor Jim Furnish and his road
engineer, John Dillingham. Now national policy is catching up.
In late January the Clinton administration belatedly acknowledged that
co poorly maintained roads can be time
~ bombs when it announced a partial 18_c
month moratorium on construction of
~
new roads in roadless areas. (The moraro
L torium does not apply to the Siuslaw or
other forests west of the Cascades within
the range of the northern spotted owl.)

In his 1999 budget, President Clinton

has proposed spending $218 million to
remove and rebuild logging roads and
restore national forest watersheds. That
would allow the agency to triple the its
road obliteration program to about 3,500
miles next year. However, Clinton's budget also includes $37.4 million for construction of 403 miles of new logging
roads and reconstruction of 2,957 miles
of old roads - an appropriation the
Western Ancient Forest Campaign says
"defies common sense and fiscal responsibility."
Nationwide, about 433,000 miles of
Crews begin tearing out a road and culvert that impeded salmon migration in Mill Creek on
the Siuslaw National Forest in coastal Oregon. (Siuslaw National Forest video)
logging roads, including 60,000 miles of
so-called "ghost roads," temporary roads
from old timber sales and tracks created
by off-road vehicles, scar the national
human life and property, as many resitimber annually. But in the heavily
forests. That's more than eight times the
dents of the Oregon Coast Range
logged Coast Range, the Siuslaw prolength of the interstate freeway system.
learned in November of 1996, when
vides virtually the only intact habitat
Many old logging roads were built on
record rainfalls set off hundreds of slides,
blocks for northern spotted owls and
loose soil dug from the mountainsides
wiped out at least a dozen homes and
marbled murrelets, both protected under
and are prone to failure. In all, the
claimed eight lives. Though mudslides
the Endangered Species Act. Deer that
Forest Service estimates that fewer than
are a natural phenomenon in the Coast
thrive in Coast Range clearcuts find little
half of national forest roads are properly
Range, numerous studies show slides are food in the dense young plantations that
maintained, and says it would cost a
more likely to occur on slopes that have
grow up to replace natural forests.
whopping $10 billion to bring them all
been logged and roaded. A task force on
Abundant runs of wild chinook salmon,
up to grade.
landslides and public safety, appointed
coho salmon, steelhead and cutthroat
There is-little scientific dispute over ' by the Oregon Legislature, is supposed
trout that once spawned in coastal
the toll this vast network of forest roads
to recommend measures to reduce those
streams are now in steep decline due to
has exacted on fish-bearing screams and
risks. Meanwhile, a temporary forest
a combination of factors including overwildlife habitat. Roads in forested areas
practice rule forbids logging on steep,
fishing, ocean conditions and habitat
loss.
Today the Siuslaw timber sale program is barely in double digits (last year
the forest sold 20 million board feet of
be
timber), its budget has been chopped by
two-thirds, and Furnish has found a new
mission for his agency. He's putting logging roads to bed - lots of them. Under
the forest's transportation plan, only
about one-third of the logging road network - 700 miles out of the 2,200 miles
that existed in the early 1990s - will be
maintained. The new forest recreation
map warns that many old roads are
unsuitable for passenger car travel: "If
carve habitat, interrupt migration corrierosive soils.
you choose to drive them, plan to
dors, and leave game vulnerable to
If the 21st century is to be the cenencounter rocks, road washouts, downed
poachers. Roads above streams bleed
tury of ecological restoration, logging
trees and brush encroaching on the roadsediment into waterways, burying
way."
roads are as good a place as any to begin.
spawning gravels. Fish species that
And the Siuslaw National Forest can
It's hard to overstate the significance
require cold, clear water, such as the bull point the way.
of this shift. The Oregon Coast Range is
trout, are especially vulnerable.
In the 1980s, before environmental
tree-growing land, forest so productive
Logging roads on highly erosive
lawsuits put the brakes on logging, the
that much of it was claimed by 19th-censoils can also pose a serious threat to
Siuslaw cut 300 million board feet of
tury timber tycoons before the national
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B.C. Wilderness More than Sum of Parks
By Ian Gill
hat place do people have in
parks? ls there really such a
thing as wilderness anymore,
and if so, who gets to go there? Should
the habitat needs of wildlife be thought
of as superior to the recreational needs of
people? And which people, anyway? Do
First Nations people have a territorial
claim to parks and protected areas that
somehow overrides the right of access of
other people? Should aboriginal people
have rights to use resources in parks that
are otherwise denied "ordinary
Canadians"?
The answer to that last question yes - shouldn't come as a surprise to
anyone who has paid the slightest attention to recent court decisions regarding
aboriginal rights in Canada, particularly
in British Columbia. The fact is, First
Nations people can.and have demonstrated that their occupation and use of
B.C.'s lands and waters has spanned
thousands of years. No other single
group in Canadian society can claim
that.
Only recently have Canadians, led
by the courts, acknowledged that the
ways mainly non-aboriginal people have
divvied up the supposedly common
wealth of the nation - through complex
legal entitlements, tenures, quotas, allocations and licenses - have constantly
come at the expense of aboriginal people's own entitlements.
Ordinarily, this dilemma is charact_erized in the media as creating great
uncertainty for investors, especially in
resource sectors such as mining, logging
and fishing. Occasionally, a thoughtful
report will point out that this situation
hasn't exactly provided much certainty,
or wealth, for aboriginal people, either.
What has been largely absent from
these discussions, however, is much serious analysis of British Columbia's investments in parks and protected areas, and
how our society's conscious decision to
somehow "set aside" large and small
tracts of land and marine ecosystems
intersects with First Nations' evolving
rights. At the same time, not much
attention has been paid to the fact that,
in society as a whole, our expectations of
our parks system have changed from an
era when parks were established simply
for our "use and enjoyment," to a realization that they are necessary to provide
habitat in a world that is fast losing its
ecological wealth and diversity.
In respect of First Nations, B.C.'s
much vaunted Protected Areas Strategy
- through which the province has created hundreds of parks covering millions
of hectares - assures aboriginal people
that all this park making is "without
prejudice" to their stance in treaty negotiations. This is an important promise,

W

because more than SO First Nations are
negotiating modern treaties and in
almost every case, the territories under
claim include land designated as a park.
"Without prejudice" is an important
promise, but regrettably, it is also a hollow one. Even before a recent court ruling that has significantly strengthened
the hand of all First Nations, it was clear
that the Protected Areas Strategy prejudiced aboriginal interests in their traditional territories.
Parks and protected areas - the
Tatshenshinis, the Carmanahs, the Stein
Valleys of which we should all be proud
- have been created through legislation
that deems such areas to be "inalien-

tified by the notion of "wilderness"
areas as being somehow untouched by
humans, since First Nations people have
been inseparable from the natural
ecosystems of British Columbia for thousands of years.
What this conundrum points up is
that our existing protected areas legislation is failing British Columbians - and
not just First Nations. In an analysis of
B.C.'s protected areas system just published by Ecotrust Canada, it is our find. ing that a focus on protecting areas for
high-profile species like bears and ungulates has produced a fragmented protected areas system that doesn't go far
enough to protecting the full spectrum

It io our tinding that a tocuo on protecting areao
tor high-protile

opecieo like bearo and ungulateo

hao produced a tragmented protected

areao oyotem

that doeon't go tar enough to protecting the tull
opectrum ot ecological integrity in B. C.
- Ian Gill

able." This is an attempt to make sure
parks stay parks, and don't get turned
into tree farms or copper mines at some
point in the future.
But surely if we legislate the
inalienability of these areas, by definition they also cannot be transferred to
First Nations in treaty settlements. This
prejudice is compounded by the fact
that in treaty negotiations, the B.C. government has avowed that it will "maintain parks and protected areas for the
use and benefit of all British
Columbians."
There would appear to be something fundamentally irreconcilable about
a commitment to assure First Nations
that parks won't prejudice their rights or
treaty negotiations, while at the same
time saying to British Columbians that
parks are protected for everyone's equal
use. What is more, First Nations seek
different uses for what are now protected areas than do people who want parks
made for recreation or the preservation
of wilderness. First Nations' uses are
consistent with their traditions, such as
hunting and gathering, fishing and ceremonial uses of various resources. In my
experience, they are less interested in
the recreational opportunities provided
by parks, and frankly are somewhat mys-

of ecological integrity in B.C. '
Furthermore, not all protected areas
are secure from future development.
There is a widespread assumption that
areas being set aside as protected areas
are being protected forever. In fact, as it
now stands park boundaries can be
altered, and in fact whole parks can even
be deleted from the Park Act - something that a future government might be
under pressure to do if anti-environmental forces hold sway. Future governments
will always have the right to undo what
this generation has done - so building a
broad social allegiance to our protected
areas system is critical.
Lastly, there is also an assumption
that we have a parks management system that is up to the task of looking after
the parks heritage we are creating. Since
1992, 246 protected areas have been created in B.C., bringing the total to 645.
Another 200 or so are in the works. But
to date, of the 645 existing protected
areas, 406 areas have no management
plans. This, when BC Parks' annual
budget is being reduced, not increased.
The B.C. government has created
what it calls a Park Legacy Project to
address these issues. It is seeking input
as to how to make the system work. At a
minimum, we believe British

Columbians should demand new legislation that secures real ecological integrity,
and that bans adverse activities in parks
such as mining, hydroelectric development, oil and gas development, logging
and high-impact tourism. We need legislation that ensures greater accountability
for how our parks are managed, that provides ways to connect parks to their surrounding landscapes, and that creates
mechanisms that ensure the costs are
fairly borne. Most importantly, we need
to make sure our protected areas are
jointly managed with First Nations, and
that their aboriginal rights are honored.
Ecotrust Canada has proposed a
new Protected Areas Strategy that
embraces the components outlined
above. We are sharing our recommendations with the public, with First Nations
governments and with the provincial
government in the hope that we can create mechanisms in law that are worthy of
the incredible protected areas system we
have allworked hard to create.
But laws alone are not enough. In
our parks - as in every other walk of
life in British Columbia - what we
need most of all are examples of aboriginal and non-aboriginal people working
together to steward all our resources in
ways that respect First Nations' traditions, honor the needs of present generations and provide a rich future for those
to come.
Jan Gill is executive director of Ecotrust
Canada, a former reporterfor the
Vancouver Sun and CBC, and is a member
of Cascadia Times' Board of Advisors.
More than the Sum of Our Parks People, Places and a Protected Areas •
System for British Columbia, is available
for$20 from Ecotrust Canada. Phone ( 604)
682-4141 or email info@ecotrustcan.org.
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H-e'reNotan
"Astroturf" Group
To the editor:
This is a response to Margaret
Hornbaker's allegations that Cascade
Columbia Alliance is a "fake" citizens
group ("Cascade Group an Example of
'Astroturf' Lobbying," CT, Jan-Feb '98).
It is an interesting side note that
Hornbaker works for the Orion Group,
hired by Texaco and its oil industry partners to fund the public relations portion
of their campaign to bury a petroleum
pipeline through the Cascade Mountain
Range and over or under (not sure how
they are going to do it yet) the Columbia
River. She criticized CCA for not being
upfront (when CCA has, in fact, never
made an attempt to "hide" that some of
its members have an economic interest)
but failed to inform her readers that her
office has been hired by Olympic
Pipeline Co. to perform PR.
Cascade Columbia Alliance started
as a trade association, which recruited
other interests who opposed the pipeline
for different reasons. The Alliance has
always been diverse - we have had
landowner members, labor interest
members, business members, and environmental group members --since the
beginning. We are simply growing now,
organizing our board to better reflect our

membership, and becoming better organized than ever. The CCA Board has
amended its articles to reflect that
growth and to formally change the
description therein to be a "public interest organization" rather than a "Trades
Assn."
Often environmental concerns and
economic concerns do join forces. Our
diversity reflects the strength of our
opposition. We have economic, property
rights, environmental, labor, tribal and
local government constituents who
oppose the pipeline for different reasons,
but who all agree that another petroleum
supply leg is not needed, and that the
existing system can be improved to meet
the demands of eastern Washington.
When referring to the existing system,
CCA is looking at the big picture of
Washington State and the Northwest to
examine the alternative of upgrading the
existing pipeline infrastructure supplying
eastern Washington with petroleum
products from eastern refineries. We do
not believe this is simply a barges versus
pipeline issue, and will continue to provide facts to support our position.
Please carefully examine who we
are and why we exist. Grass roots means
that citizens are coming together
because of a common goal and there is
nothing "fake" about it. Those who
have spent the time to learn about this
proposal - the threats to aquifers,

streams, and habitat that this proposal
presents, the spill history of the industry,
the lack of regulation and oversight of
pipelines, and the failure of the industry
to invest in the best available technology
- know that the public has a lot to be
concerned about with regard to the environmental dangers associated with a new
pipeline. Unfortunately, our campaign to
raise awareness about the dangers will
not be as well funded as Texaco, ARCO
and GATX's, the companies who own
Olympic Pipeline, but we'll do our best.
I hope that this is the end of their
attempt co name call as a distraction
from the real issues at hand. As we move
forward on this issue of whether this
state needs the proposed pipeline/tank
farm complex especially at a high environmental price - that is where our
focus should be.
Our 1998 Board of Directors are: Bill
Brown, properry owner; Fred Felleman,
Ocean Advocates; Susan Harper- executive director, CCA; Maryanne Tagney
Jones, environmental lobbyist; Shoshona
Moore, People for the Preservation of
Tualco Valley; Bill Robinson, Trout
Unlimited; Kristin Rowe, property owner, conservation activist; Jim Timmons,
conservation activist, Tri-Cities; Jim
Watts, Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers
(OCAW); Tim Zenk, former membership director, CCA
If you have questions, call (206) 728-

1289 or email: sharper@accessone.com.
Susan Harper, Executive Director
Cascade Columbia Alliance
POBox:2635
Seattle WA 98111-2635

Food Fish Cannot
Survive Pollution from
Salmon Farms
To the editor:
We appreciated your excellent article on fish farming. We have personally
seen them by boat in British Columbia.
Emphasis needs to be placed on the
concentrated droppings from fish in the
net pens that blanket the bottom with
rotting, oxygen-gobbling bacteria. Food
fish cannot survive this pollution. And
most of the antibiotics given to the farm
fish (95 percent) result in mutations that
are resistant to antibiotics. Diseases thus
become more virulent so that wild stocks
are threatened even more.
Henry Germond
Lake Oswego, OR

Retrospective on Wilderness - Honoring Our Heroes
Achieving Wilderness Protection - Case Studies in Success
Conservation Biology and the Science of Wilderness
Forest Planning and Wilderness Protection
Nuts and Bolts of Local Organizing
Alaska Wilderness: Our National Responsibility
Media Skills Development
Mapping and Visual Impact
BLM Wilderness
Restoring Wilderness
Economicsand Wilderness
Wilderness Values and Ethics
Future of the Wilderness System
Managing Use of Wilderness
Motorized/Mechanized Recreation
Forest Health and Wilderness
Building the Movement - The White Cloud Initiative
Alternatives/Complements to Wilderness
The Political Outlook for Wilderness
Preparing the Wilderness Movement for the Next Century
If you would like more information or to place your
na~~ on the conference mailing list, send your name,
rnailinq address, phone number, and e-mail address to:

Over 80 conservation groups (national, regional and local) and citizen activists
are gathering together to energize the Wilderness movement. This is a great opportunity to
hear Wilderness specialists from across the country share their unique perspectives on the
environment. Our goal is to bring awareness about Wilderness issues to a diverse audience.

NATIONAL WILDERNESS CONFERENCE
)998
12730 9th Avenue NW, Seattle, Washington 98177
or e-mail at: wildcon@twsnw.org.

